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[CA-48348] Extension of Time-Period for Dropping the Worker on Discontinued
Eligibility Programs

Issue Type: SCR Team Responsible: Online Assignee: Unassigned
Fix Version/s: [21.07] Designer Contact: Erika Kusnadi Change Type (SCR): Enhancement
Minor Version: Expedite Changes: No Estimate: 708
Reporter: Cristina Contreras Regulation Reference: Created: 01/19/2018 11:45 AM
Status: Design in Progress Impact Analysis: [Training] Outreach Required: No
Policy/Design
Consortium Contact:

Binh Tran Training Impacted: [Job Aid, Online
Help]

Funding Source: LRS M&E

Project Phase (SCR): Migration Funding Source ID:

Other Agency Cross
Reference:

Current Design:  In CalSAWS users are able to end-date a staff assignment even though there are programs that are still assigned
 to the position. As a result, those programs are no longer assigned to a Worker and Worker ID information does
 not display on the Case Summary page. 
Through the Workload Inventory pages (Eligibility Workload Inventory, Employment Services Workload Inventory
 and the Child Care Workload Inventory) users are able to determine the number of programs assigned to a
 position. However, they do not have the option to filter by the status of the program.
The logic that determines program assignment/reassignment to a position does not take into consideration the
 status of the program when assigning the case load to the worker. As such, a position might not be able to be
 assigned additional programs once the Maximum Case load amount has been reached. Secondly, the amount of
 Current Case Load and Total Percentage of Cases Assigned to a position that is displayed on the Position Detail
 page does not take into consideration the status of the programs that are assigned to the Position. 
Lastly, the Life Cycle Reassignment batch job (PB00M100) runs daily and removes the worker assignment
 from a program. The batch job will behave differently based on the type of program and the closure status (i.e.,
 discontinued, denied). However, the existing Life Cycle Reassignment batch job is not configurable by County.  

Request:  1. Update the Staff Assignment Detail page to prevent users from end-dating a staff assignment from a position
 when there are programs still assigned to it.
2. Update the Case Summary page to display the position information even when there’s no staff assigned to the
 position. 
3. Add a filter to the following pages that will allow users to only display results based on the Status of the Program:
 the Eligibility Workload Inventory, Employment Services Workload Inventory and the Child Care Workload
 Inventory pages.
4. Update the logic used in assigning/reassigning programs to a position to disregard programs that are in denied,
 discontinued, deregistered status. 
5. Update the Life Cycle Reassignment batch job to be configurable based on County and program information
 upon determining when a worker assignment will be removed.  

Recommendation:
 1. Create a validation on the Staff Assignment Detail page to prevent Staff from being end-dated when there are
 programs that are still assigned to the Position.
2. Update the Case Summary page to display the Worker ID information when there is no Staff assigned to the
 Position and to display ‘No Staff Assigned’ when there is no Staff assigned to the Position. 
3. Add a new Program Status filter to the Eligibility Workload Inventory, Employment Services Workload
 Inventory and Child Care Workload Inventory pages. 
4. Update the Eligibility Workload Inventory Export report to accept new status parameter.  
5. Update the logic used on the Current Case Load field and Total Percentage of Cases Assigned field on
 the Position Detail page to disregard cases where the programs assigned to the position that are in denied,
 discontinued or deregistered status. 
6. Update the logic used in assigning/reassigning programs to a position to disregard programs that are in
 denied, discontinued, deregistered status when determining the current case load that a position have. 
7. Update the Life Cycle Reassignment batch job (PB00M100) to include County information in determining when
 to update the worker assignments for a program.  
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